A scaling phenomenon in the cross section for fragments has been found in the projectile fragmentation reaction, and an empirical scaling formula is proposed by considering the dependence of cross section on the size and asymmetry of the reaction system and the fragment itself. Furthermore, the empirical scaling formula is used to predict the production of fragment in the 68 Ni/ 69 Cu/ 72 Zn + 9 Be reactions around 90A MeV. Compared to the results calculated by the statistical abrasion ablation model and the epax3 parameterizations, the empirical scaling formula can better reproduce the measured fragments. The empirical scaling formula can be used to predict the yield for fragment in projectile fragmentation reaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Projectile fragmentation is one kind of violent nuclear collisions by bombarding an accelerated nucleus on a target nucleus, in which a variety of fragments from the proton-rich side to the neutron-rich side can be produced. Many models have been developed to predict the yield for fragments in projectile fragmentation reactions. For examples, the parameterizations epax [1] and the improved versions epax2 and epax3 [2] [3] [4] [5] , the statistical models [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the thermal dynamics models [13] [14] [15] [16] , the macroscopic-microscopic heavy ion phase space exploration (HIPSE) model [4, 6, 17] , and the more complex transport models [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Some scaling phenomena for fragments produced in projectile fragmentation reactions have been found, for example, the isoscaling phenomenon [24] , the m-scaling phenomena (m = N −Z A of a fragment) [25] , and the isobaric ratio difference scaling phenomenon [26, 27] . These scaling phenomena for fragments reflect general properties of the reaction, which are used as probes to study the nuclear matter in heavy-ion collisions [28, 29] .
The success of the epax2 and epax3 parameterizations indicates that there are general rules to describe the yield for fragments in projectile fragmentation reaction, while the complex parameters make it not easy to understand the physics in them. It is useful to find a simple description for fragment production in projectile fragmentation reaction. The cross section for fragments in the 140A MeV 40,48 Ca + 9 Be/ 181 Ta and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be/ 181 Ta reactions have been measured by M. Mocko et al at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) in Michigan State University [4] . The high quality data provide an opportunity to study the general law of fragment production in the projectile fragmentation reaction. In this work, an empirical scaling formula for fragments will be firstly discussed by study- * Email address: machunwang@126.com ing the measured fragments in the 140A MeV 40,48 Ca + 9 Be and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be reactions, and then the empirical scaling formula is used to predict the cross section for fragments in the measured 68 Ni/ 69 Cu/ 72 Zn + 9 Be reactions around 90A MeV, which were also measured at NSCL by S. Lukyanov et al [30] .
The letter is organized as follows. In Sec. II the formulism for the empirical scaling formula is proposed combining the general physical ideas of fragment production. In Sec. III, with the 40,48 Ca + 9 Be and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be reactions being analyzed, the parameters in the empirical scaling formula is discussed. The empirical scaling formula is further used to predict the cross section for fragments in the 68 Ni/ 69 Cu/ 72 Zn + 9 Be reactions. A brief summary is presented in Sec. IV.
II. FORMULISM
To describe the formulism, some notations are defined. The projectile nucleus, the fragment nucleus, the yield for fragment will be used. Z i , N i , and A i are used to denote the the charge, neutron and mass numbers, in which i = R, P and refer to the projectile nuclei of the reference and studied system, and i = f refers to fragment in the studied system, respectively. It is known that the fragment production in the projectile fragmentation reaction depends on the size and asymmetry of the system, as well as the incident energy of the reaction. At the same time, the asymmetry of fragment itself also influences its production. The isospin effect and its disappearance has been discussed by dividing the projectile nucleus into the core part and the surface part, which correspond to the central collisions and the peripheral collisions, respectively [12] . The similarity of yields for fragments with relatively small mass numbers denotes that in central collisions the neutron and proton densities are similar, while the large difference between the densities of neutron and proton in the surface region of projectile nucleus accounts for the isospin effect [12] . This is further illustrated by the isobaric scaling phe-nomenon between neutron-rich fragments [26, 27] . The neutron skin of the very neutron-rich projectile nucleus has a significant influence on the yield of fragment which has a mass number very close to that of the projectile, i.e., produced in the peripheral collisions [12, [31] [32] [33] [34] . To avoid the influence of neutron skin structure, only the fragments with A f /A P ≤ 0.8 are analyzed in this work. According to the neutron excess (I ≡ N − Z), the distribution for fragments from I = -2 to 6 are plotted in Fig.  1 .
From Fig. 1 , it is clearly shown that the measured cross section for fragment depends on the mass and asymmetry of the projectile nucleus, as well as the mass and I of the fragment itself. For the fragments with I ≤ 1, the cross section depends less on A f except in the very neutronrich 48 Ca induced reaction. While the mass dependence of cross section becomes more obvious as I increases. The proton-rich and very neutron-rich fragments show an very obvious size dependence of the system. To find the scaling phenomena of the cross section for fragments in difference reactions, the main tasks are to eliminate the dependence of the yield fragment on the size and isospin of the system, as well as the dependence of mass and isospin of the fragment itself. Considering the above effects, the following empirical formula is proposed to calculate the scaled cross section (σ sc ) from the measured one (σ exp ),
in which the second term AP AR deals with the size dependence of the systems. The term NP NR ZP ZP deals with the isospin effect, which is induced by the difference of asymmetry between the studied and the reference systems. The term (
a deals with the difference of asymmetry between the projectile and the fragment nuclei in the studied reaction. A reference fragment (A r ) is also adopted to deal with the size effect between fragments. The term (A r /A f ) b is related to the isobaric effect of fragment, which is influenced by the neutron excess of fragment. The parameters a, b and K are adjusted to improve the scaling phenomenon, which will be explained combining the analysis of experimental data in Sec. III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the values for a, b and K will be discussed. (
a is used to adjust the isospin between the projectile and the fragment. The values for a is influenced by I of fragment,
a = 1 and -1 denote that the fragment is difficult or easy to be produced, respectively, which reflects the fact that the cross section of fragment decreases fast as the asymmetry of fragment increases. In this work, the 58 Ni + 9 Be reaction, which is a symmetric system, is taken as the reference system in Eq. (1).
The fragments have been found to well obey an m−scaling (m = I/A) [25] . The I = 0 fragments are well normalized to the yield of 12 C in different reactions. The m− scaling phenomenon means that the cross section for fragment depends not only on I but also on A of fragment. (
b is introduced in Eq. (1), for which
) reflects the size effect between the fragments, and b is used to reflect the strength as well as the m−scaling of fragment. For a fragment with I ≤ 1,
For a neutron-rich fragment with 1 < I ≤ 5,
For a neutron-rich fragment with I > 5,
K is further introduced to modify the effect of neutron excess. For a fragment with I ≤ 1,
which is independent of I and the asymmetry of the projectile nucleus. For a fragment with 1 < I ≤ 5, K depends both on I and the asymmetry of the projectile nucleus,
For the more neutron-rich fragment of I > 5,
In a neutron-rich system, the production for a neutronrich fragment is enhanced. K is introduced to reduce this enhancement for the neutron-rich fragment, which makes K for the neutron-rich fragment become smaller for the neutron-rich system. For the symmetric fragments and proton-rich fragments, i.e., I ≤ 1, the values of a, b and K are uniform. While for the neutron-rich fragments, the values for K are relatively complex. The measured cross section for fragments produced in the 40,48 Ca + 9 Be and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be reactions have been calculated using Eq. (1), and are also plotted in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that the calculated yield for fragments are well scaled for each I. Usually, the isotopic distribution for fragment yield is used to study the isospin effect in projectile fragmentation reactions [12, 31] . The similar isotopic distribution in different reactions reflects a similar neutron and proton density distributions between the systems. The isotopic distributions for the scaled cross sections are plotted in Fig. 2 . From Z = 5 to Z = 24, it is seen that the isotopic distribution for the 40,48 Ca + 9 Be and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be reaction overlap after the scaling calculation. The isospin effect in the experimental isotopic distributions [12] has been cancelled out, which indicates that the reaction systems with different asymmetries can be scaled. [30] . The comparison between the measured cross section for fragments in the 64 Ni + 9 Be at 140A MeV and 93.7A MeV reaction show that, except for the proton-rich or very neutron-rich fragments, the isotopic distributions are very similar [30] . It means that the incident energy of the reaction has very little influence on the fragment production at the two incident energies. The cross section for fragments in the 68 Ni/ 69 Cu/ 72 Zn + 9 Be reactions are predicted using the empirical scaling formula. Meanwhile, the cross section for fragments are also calculated using a modified statistical abrasion ablation (SAA) model [7] [8] [9] 12] and the epax3 parameterizations [3] . In the SAA model calculation, the free space nucleus-nucleus cross sections and the Fermi-type density distribution are adopted, which can well reproduce the fragment productions in projectile fragmentation reactions [12, 22, 32] .
The N/Z of 69 Cu, 72 Zn and 68 Ni are 1.379, 1.40, and 1.429, respectively, for which (N/Z) P > (N/Z) R . For the 69 Cu, 72 Zn and 68 Ni reactions, the same values for a and b are used. K has been changed for the I ≤ 1 and I > 5 fragments by considering the relative large difference between the proton-rich and very neutron-rich fragments for the 64 Ni reactions at 90 and 140A MeV, which are,
The measured cross section for fragments in the 98.1A MeV 69 Cu + 9 Be reactions, as well as the predicted results by Eq. (1), the SAA model and the epax3 parameterizations are compared in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that for most of the fragments, the epax3 parameterizations overestimate the measured results. For fragments of I ≥ 3, the SAA predictions agree with the measured results. No measured fragments with I ≤ 0 have been found in the experiments. The epax3 parameterizations predict a larger cross section than the results of the SAA model and Eq. (1). The predicted results by Eq. (1) agree with the measured results very well except some of the fragments. For most of the fragments with I ≥ 4, the predicted results by Eq. (1) and the SAA model agree well. While for the fragments with I < 4, the trend of the distribution for fragments between the predicted results for Eq. (1) Fig. 4 . For the I ≤ 0 fragments, Be reactions. The circles and squares denote the measured cross section for fragments [30] and the predicted results using Eq. (1). The solid and dashed lines denote the calculated cross section using the modified statistical abrasion ablation model and the epax3 parameterizations. the predicted cross section by Eq. (1) decrease slightly as A of fragment increases. For most of the fragments, the predicted results by Eq. (1) agree well with the measured fragments. In general, the SAA model pronounces larger cross sections than the measured results and those by the Eq. (1) for the I ≤ 2 fragments, while it reproduces the measured results well for the I > 3 fragments. It can be concluded that the empirical scaling formula of Eq. (1) can well reproduce the cross section for fragments around the incident energy of 100A MeV, which is better than the SAA model and the epax parameterizations.
IV. SUMMARY
An empirical formula is proposed to study the scaling phenomena of fragment production in the projectile fragmentation reactions. The measured fragments in the 140A MeV 40,48 Ca + 9 Be and 58,64 Ni + 9 Be reactions are used to obtain the scaling formula. The fragments have been limited to A f /A p ≤ 0.8 to avoid the fragments produced in the peripheral collisions. By considering the dependence of cross section on the size and asymmetry of the system, as well as the mass of fragment and asymmetry of the fragment itself, the empirical scaling formula can well scale the cross section for fragments in the 40,48 Ca and 58,64 Ni reactions. Furthermore, the empirical scaling formula is also used to predict the measured fragments in the 94.3A MeV 68 Ni + 9 Be, 98.1A MeV 69 Cu + 9 Be and 95.4A MeV 72 Zn + 9 Be reactions measured at NSCL. By comparing the measured cross section for fragments, the predicted results by Eq. (1) and the SAA models, it is found that the empirical scaling formula has a good quality to predict the fragments in projectile fragmentation reactions around the incident energy of 100A MeV.
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